Dear Friends,

On 13th and 14th august we had our 2-day celebrations on the occasion of Independence Day. In addition to an evening clasical dances on 13th, on 14th we presented Parivaar's biggest play till date - a reworked adaptation in Bengali of Girish Karnad's classic 'Hayavadana', a play of very high sophistication and complexity, with body-mind duality as its central theme. The 'Hayavadana' performance lasted for close to 3 hours, with the ensemble having 73 performers, largest in any Parivaar play so far. Like other plays in the past, this too had many ancillary creative exercises like sets and props design, poster-making etc. Like our other plays, this too shall be taken to other locations for repeat performances.

Below are the pictures :

13th August :
14th August : Hayavadana